
 

About: Adventure Curated
 
 
Adventure Curated is focused on
creating high quality and industry-

leading content that inspires
adventurous journeys throughout

Australia. Adventure Curated
provides a valuable resource for
both the seasoned explorer and
those new to adventurous travel.

Vehicle: 76 series landcruiser 
 
 Accessories fitted: 

REDARC Manager30
REDARC 150 watt SunPower

Solar Blanket
REDARC 1500 watt Pure Sine

Wave Inverter
 

Accessories controlled by
RedVision:

Fridge
2 water pumps
2 water gauges

compressor
UHF radio
Cel-Fi Go

Camping lights
USB outlets

 

Case Study

While there are amazing electrical

accessories now available for touring

neatly bringing them altogether was

really difficult. RedVision solves that

problem, and a year on I couldn’t be

happier with our setup.

 Background
We were planning the new electrical system for our new LandCruiser build and
I’d actually been looking at marine and other fuse boxes when I first heard of
RedVision. While there are amazing electrical accessories now available for
touring neatly bringing them altogether was really difficult. RedVision solves that
problem, and a year on I couldn’t be happier with our setup.
 
What problem did it resolve
We installed a large electrical system in a small space (a 76 Series LandCruiser
wagon), RedVision consolidated wiring, switches and gauges which freed up
valuable space. RedVision controls every single 12V accessory in our vehicle. 
 
While the RedVision Display and App are impressive, the distribution & fuse box
at its heart meant our wiring system could be kept relatively neat and minimalist
which was a big goal for our build.
 
How do you use RedVision
At camp we usually use the display controls, it’s really easy to use and it’s nice
to leave the mobile alone, but it’s great that the passenger can monitor things
with the App from the cabin while we are on the road.
 
REDARC Support
The REDARC tech team were a great help. Scott and Stuart programmed our
unit to switch off the water pumps and rear lights when we start the engine (in
case we forget), and to require the compressor to require the engine to be
running before it can be switched on to protect the battery - both really clever
ideas.
 
Key benefit
Easy monitoring of our power is the key benefit, we can easily see our
remaining power but more importantly monitor our usage and generation to
make adjustments well before we run flat. 
 
 
 
 



 

Case Study

 

By making switching and monitoring effortless, RedVision is

technology that for us fades into the background and frees up

time to relax.

Want to know more? Visit

www.redarc.com.au/redvision


